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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to evaluate the value of suitable distance due to prevent the impact
between two irregular adjacent buildings when earthquake is caused to occur large lateral
displacement and damage the elements of buildings. For this purpose, by using a
mathematical program based on neural network, the number of stories, the period and height
of investigated models, PGD, PGV and PGA of earthquake records are defined and the
nonlinear lateral displacements of different structures are determined in order to use in the
program. Thus, the results of displacements based on all inputs are listed and the minimum
critical distance is approximately estimated based on especial regression. For instance, a 3-4
story model is numerically investigated by Tabas earthquake record, which is suggested to
provide required gap size about 70 cm. In fact, each model has to observe a 35 cm gap. A
newly developed program based on mathematical equations are applied for determining the
lateral displacements of each story. A new mathematical formula is proposed by neural
network, which shows the least distance between irregular adjacent buildings. For
investigating the accuracy of formula, two different ways are performed and the results of
analyses confirm suggested equation. For this challenge, a 2-4 story model is considered and
three different critical distances are calculated to be 59, 62 and 75 cm which show the last gap
size is able to provide safety gap size, determined by suggested formula.
Key words: building period; collision; irregular building; neural network; pounding.
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INTRODUCTION
Insufficient gap size between tall buildings is usually caused to collide when lateral
displacements exceed the normal limitations and adjacent structures experience impact from
each other. A value of separation distance is generally considered to cover relative
displacement for avoiding collision between adjacent structures during seismic excitations
but due to the cost of land in metropolitan areas, owners do not often like to provide critical
distance, which designers has suggested and consequently, pounding hazard is increased
even for tall building against two or three story buildings. For instance, a three story building
was caused to damage the tower of AW hotel by the Alaskan earthquake of 1964 (Pantelides
1998). Many other reports in field of earthquake have presented the pounding between
adjacent structures due to insufficient gap size by San Fernando, Mexico City, Loma Prieta
and Chi Chi earthquake (Jankowski 2009, Aguilar et al. 1989, Kasai and Maison 1997, Lin
and Weng 2002). In order to calculate safety space between two buildings, a typical equation
based on relative displacements of each building is used, which is expressed by (Kasai and
Maison 1997):
S   i2   j2  2. . i . j

(1)
Where, where  i and  j are maximum lateral displacement of buildings i and j,
respectively. It is also mentioned that  is a reduction factor, which is recommended to be
0    1 . The value of  can be automatically declined to zero by shifting the damping

coefficient to zero, which is caused to increase lateral displacement. Kasai et al. (1996) have
represented an equation based on the period and damping ratio of buildings, which decreases
the separation distance by increasing damping constant or the ratio of periods. Numerical
simulations on the pounding responses between a symmetric rectangular-shaped building and
an asymmetric L-shaped building were carried out by Bi et al. (2017) and some relations
presented. Kheyroddin et al. (2018) studied the effect of lateral structural systems of adjacent
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buildings on pounding force. Moment resisting frame, X-bracing, shear wall and dual
systems were investigated and the results presented. Naderpour et al. (2017) have evaluated
the value of  using neural network and suggested an equation to determine  based on
period of structures. On the other hand, different earthquake codes have recommended a
value of gap size equal to sum of their individual lateral displacement, calculated by elastic
analyses or more than R% of the structure height. In other researches, Der Kiureghian
(1981), Garcia (2004), Penzien (1997), Varnote (2008), Hao and Shen (2001), Valles and
Rainhorm (1997) and finally, Fillinfart and Cervantes (1995) have focused significantly on
critical distance by numerical and experimental analyses between structures based on
different parameters such as period of buildings, damping ratio and other effective properties
of buildings. Considering period of structures as one of the most important parameters,
nonlinear value of period is defined to calculate the value of  by Jeng and Tzeng (2000)
and Khatami et al. (2019). For this purpose, second value of period is parametrically
described by different equations and separation distance between structures is suggested.
Therefore, separation distance can be expressed by considering different situation and
various parameters for regular buildings. Hence, in this study, a value of critical distance is
suggested using properties of structure and earthquake record focusing on irregular
buildings. For this challenge, the number of story (N), the period (T) and the height (H) of
each building, peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV) and peak
ground displacement (PGD) are basically considered and by using suggested equation,
critical distance is mathematically measured to avoid collision between structures and also
save the land.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, in order to investigate the effect of separation distance and suggest a new
equation to calculate critical distance between two irregular adjacent buildings, an original
model with one, two, three, four and five story are considered to have a total height of 3, 6,
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9, 12 and 15 m, respectively. The models are assumed to be reinforced concrete with
f cc  25N / mm 2 and Fy  380N / mm 2 . The dimension of each direction is 20 m in first

story, included five 4 meter spans using columns with 35*35 cm for story no. 1 and story
no.2 and 30*30 cm for story no 3, 4 and 5 and all beams are also 25*30 cm. In order to
change the regular building to an irregular model, first story is assumed to be complete with
5 spans, second story has 4 spans, third story has 3 spans, fourth story has 2 spans and fifth
story has one span for 5 story model (Loghmani et al. 2020).
The current study has investigated linear elastic models, as lateral displacement responses
are decreased when inelastic behavior is considered (Anajafi and Medina 2019, Ghomi
Gharaei et al. 2013, Anajafi et al. 2020a). It is worth to mention that the soil structure is
assumed to be same and the behavior of models is not depended on soil structure interaction.
The inherent damping of the building is also modeled using 5% Rayleigh damping (Leger
and Dussault 1992, Kamgar et al. 2020, Anajafi et al. 2020b, Charney 2008).
Therefore, in order to investigate the irregular system, two value of irregularity is determined
based on ASCE (2005), shown in Figure 1, which are expressed by Equation (2). Where, A
and L shown in Figure 1.

A
 0.25
L
 Li 
   1 .3
L 
 j  max
(2)
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Figure 1 Elevation of assumed model
In the case of lateral loading, seven moderate ground motions are selected which are Imperial
Valley (1979), Kobe (1995), Loma Prieta (1989), Landers (1992), Northridge (1994), Tabas
(1978) and Duzco (1999) with the range of PGAs from 0.29 g to 0.95 g. The detail of
earthquake records is seen in Table 1.
Table 1 Properties of earthquake records used in the analysis.
Earthquake
Date
Magnitude
PGA
PGV (cm/s)
(cm/s2)
Imperial Valley
1979
6.5
284
31.49
Kobe
1995
7.2
338
27.67
Loma Prieta
1989
6.9
360
44.7
Landers
1992
7.3
853
9.42
Northridge
1994
6.7
557
41.96
Tabas
1978
7.4
821
61.84
Duzco
1999
7.2
933
70.27

PGD (cm)
13.19
9.7
19.61
5.76
5.71
8.41
9.55

Following to the objective of study, sufficient separation distance between adjacent buildings
can decrease pounding hazard during earthquake records. For this challenge and with respect
to models and records, a newly developed program based on mathematical equations is
written, which is able to model irregular buildings based on mass and stiffness matrix and
also analyses based on selected records to show lateral displacements of each story during
seismic excitations. In here, five different packages are informed focusing on adjacent
models and earthquake records. First package is assigned to define one story building which
is modeled one story to one, two, three, four and five story and analyzed with seven
earthquakes records. Other packages are also described for two, three, four and five story
5
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model. Analyses are carried out step by step to find the nearest distance between adjacent
buildings that collision is not shown during lateral loading. Two models are considered to be
located close one to another, taking into account all possible combinations from the point of
view of different number of stories. For instance, a 5-3 model makes a five-story building
adjacent to the three-story model. The period of models, the height of buildings, the number
of stories of each model and peak ground acceleration, velocity and displacement of each
earthquake record are collected and listed as input and the nearest distance is assumed to be
final response as output. All models are completely analyzed and the results of analyses with
different earthquake records are depicted. The shortest distance between two adjacent
buildings, which preventing collision during seismic excitation, is selected as optimum
separation distance. The results of analyses in terms of lateral displacement considering
required separation distance are shown in Figure 2.
According to the Figure 2, it seems that by increasing the number of story and also peak
ground acceleration, the value of required separation distance is increased. As it is obviously
seen, the maximum value of distance is suggested to be 95 cm for 4-5 story model using
Duzce earthquake record and the minimum critical distance is considred to be 18 cm for 2-3
story using Imperial Valley earthquake record. The results of analyses demonstrate Kobe and
Landers earthquake records have shown the minimum and maximum required gap size
among all earthquake records. For example, using Kobe earthquake record, critical distance
has suggested to be 20 cm, 20 cm, 16 cm, 28 cm, 26 cm and 24 cm for 2-3 story model, 2-4
story model, 2-5 story model, 3-4 story model, 3-5 story model and finally, 4-5 story model,
respectively.
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a) 2-3 story
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b) 2-4 story
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c) 2-5 story
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d) 3-4 story
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e) 3-5 story
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f) 4-5 story
Figure 2 Results of analyses in terms of lateral displacement considering required
separation distance a) 2-3 story b) 2-4 story c) 2-5 story d) 3-4 story e) 3-5 story f)4-5
story
As it is seen in the figures, critical distance between two buildings has provided safety
situation for buildings to avoid collision during earthquakes. For example, Imperial Valley
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earthquake record has shown a critical distance about 18 cm, 21.5 cm and 23 cm for 2-3, 2-4
and 2-5 model, while are 38 cm and 44 cm for 3-5 and 4-5 model, respectively. In fact,
increasing the number of story has been caused to increase sufficient distance between
buildings. So, there is a fluctuation trend by increasing PGA while is an increasing trend by
increasing the number of story in all models. The trends of required separations distance are
observed in Figure 3.
Using neural network, special trend of separation distance based on peak ground acceleration
is predicted and graphically depicted for each model. For this challenge, the number of story,
the height of stories, period of buildings and the information of earthquake records are listed
as input and predicted separation distances are assumed as output. Thus, neural network
starts to learn and find a new trend based on outputs and estimates required separation
distances which can be able to cover all situations with different records. Therefore, based on
the results of neural network in zone of critical distance, an increasing trend is seen by
growing peak ground acceleration between buildings.
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Figure 3 Required separation gap with relation to PGA of earthquake records for different
structural arrangements
The results of separation distance with neural network are collected and assigned based on
peak ground acceleration, which follows a linear trend to justify an equation for providing
sufficient separation distance between two irregular buildings. For this purpose and having
all coordinated results and also using different parameters, an iterative procedure is
approximately designed which keeps dimension of equation correctly which is seen in Figure
4. First equation shows the relation between peak ground acceleration and period of models,
which can not cover sufficient gap size between models and needs to an increasing factor.
Hence, second equation is expressed by adding peak ground displacement and the height of
shortest model, which is also needed to use a new value of increasing factor to cover
sufficient gap size. Finally, an equation is numerically created to estimate safety critical
distance by using all parameters and respect to dimension of equation, which is written as:

   PGA  PGD  hN
S es  
 

 N  M  PGV
 hM

  TN  TM
  
  TN  TM




(3)

Where, S es denotes estimated separation distance, N and M are the number of stories (N>M)
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and PGA, PGV and PGD are informed as peak ground acceleration, velocity and
displacement, respectively. In continue h and T are the height and the period of each model.
In fact, hN and TN demonstrate the height of building and vibration period of building N and
also similarly for building M. Finally, the value of  depends significantly on peak ground
acceleration, which is recommended to be:
 0.85  PGA  350 cm / s 2

  1.15  350  PGA  650 cm / s 2
 2.65  PGA  650 cm / s 2


(4)

Figure 4 The flowchart of algorithm methodology of using neural network
RESULTS
In order to investigate the accuracy of suggested formula, two different ways are considered.
- Model with different earthquake records
An assumed irregular model with a two and a four story model is dynamically considered (24). The height of each story is 3 meters, which make a total height of 6 and 12 meters and the
period of models are 1.24s and 2.018s for two and four story model, respectively. Columns
are 30*30 cm at the first and second story and are 25*25 cm at the third and fourth story.
The damnation of beams is 25*30 cm for all beams. The soil of the land is also assumed to
be same for two models (Figure 5).
The mass of four story is assumed to be 40000, 32000, 24000 and 16000 kg and the stiffness
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of each story is also 2*106, 1.6*106, 1.2*106 and 0.8*106 kg/m2 for first to fourth story. The
mass of two story is 24000 and 16000 kg and the stiffness of each story is 1.2*106 and 0.8*106
kg/m2 for first and second story. In order to explain the value of masses, as the plan of
original model is considered to be square and the program needs to define an irregularity in
height, as lumped masses is located in one direction, increasing the value of masses is caused
to provide irregularity based on which is defined. In order to investigate the accuracy of the
results, an irregular 3- story model is performed and analyses by SAP2000 and the results of
the lateral displacement of top story model is compared with the results of the used program.
It seems that the results of the program are logically confirmed. According to the mentioned
details and in order to investigate the accuracy of formula, among seven earthquake records,
three earthquake records with different peak ground acceleration from 6.5 to 7.2 are
randomly selected with different peak ground acceleration which are Kobe, Loma Prieta and
Imperial Valley. Using suggested formula, properties of earthquakes and characteristics of
models, separation distance between structures are calculated to be 25.84 cm, 25.95 cm and
46.61 cm for mentioned earthquake records. Providing gap size, determined by suggested
formula, is caused to safety space between two models which obviously shown in Figures 6.
It is mentioned that 2-4 model has been randomly selected to investigate and evaluate the
proposed formula and the results of analyses, which can use for all situations and models.

Figure 5 Elevation of two and four story model (2-4)
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a

b
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Figure 6 The results of lateral displacement of second story of two and four story model
with (a) Kobe (b) Loma Prieta and (c) Imperial Valley
It can be seen in Figure 6 that the proposed formula has shown acceptable results using
different earthquake records. The models with three different earthquake records have been
optimally separated to avoid collision and provided safety situation when earthquake records
are activated. In this part, Kobe earthquake record has the minimum lateral displacement
compared with other earthquake records. Finally, the results of analyses has presented that
the accuracy of the proposed formula is confirmed and can be used for various situation and
different earthquake records.
- Gap size with different equations
In order to compare the value of separation distance between two irregular buildings with
other suggestions, used model in previous part is perfectly assumed and Tabas earthquake
record is selected for lateral loading. Maximum lateral displacements of models are 43.36 cm
and 51.85 cm for two and four story model, respectively. Thus, separation distance is
demonstrated as [see equations in Kasai et al. (1996) and Naderpour et al. (2017):
Table 2 Separation distance using three different equations.
Earthquake
Kasai et al. (1996) Naderpour et al. (2017)
Separation distance
62.23
59.07
17

Proposed formula
75.75
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Figure 7 demonstrates lateral displacement of 2-4 models, respecting to separation distance by
using table 2. As it is seen, separation distances by Kasai et al. (1996) and Naderpour et al.
(2017) have shown some collisions between adjacent buildings which have not accorded in
the model, calculated by proposed formula.

a

b

C

Figure 7 The results of lateral displacement of second story of two and four story model
with (a) Kasai et al. (b) Naderpour et al. and (c) Proposed formula
In this part, using two formulas, explained in introduction by Kasaei et al. (1996) and
Naderpour et al. (2017), suggested separation distance between two 2 and 4 story model are
calculated and the results of analyses in zone of lateral displacement are compared with the
required separation distance, determined by the proposed formula. As it can be obviously
seen, optimal separation distance has been determined using the proposed formula, which is
approximately 15 and 13 cm more than two other formulas.
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So, investigation of the model with different earthquake records and also different formulas
has shown that the proposed formula describes optimum required separation distance between
two adjacent irregular models.

CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the study is to focus on separation distance between two irregular adjacent
buildings during seismic excitations to prevent collision due to large lateral displacement. The
majority of earthquake codes and researches have suggested some equations based on
maximum lateral displacement of each model or some characteristics of building such as
height of model, period and damping ratio. Although mentioned parameters are considered as
main factors to calculate critical distance, but it seems that the properties of earthquake has
also significant effects in the behavior of building in field of lateral displacements to
determine separation gap between structures. The number of story is also considered as an
effectible parameter to demonstrate safety gap size, avoided to collision. For the purpose, five
irregular buildings are modeled and seven different earthquake records are defined to analyze
and investigate optimum separation distance. Two structures are considered to be located
close one to another, taking into account all possible combinations from the point of view of
different number of stories and analyzed with mentioned earthquake records to predict the
least and optimum separation gap which covers sufficient distance. All calculated distances
are collected and listed to make special trend based on PGA of earthquakes. Finally, a new
equation is suggested using all effective parameters such as period and height of buildings, the
number of stories, peak ground displacement, velocity and acceleration to calculate separation
distance. In order to investigate the accuracy of proposed formula, firstly, a 2-4 story model is
considered and separated with sufficient distance, calculated by proposed formula and
evaluated by three different earthquake records. Secondly, value of critical distance,
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determined by three various formulas are assumed and analyzed by Tabas earthquake.
Consequently, the results of analyses show that proposed formula is able to provide sufficient
separation distance between two irregular adjacent buildings. Consequently, different
equations determine various values for critical distance to provide safety space between
buildings or some codes around the world suggest special value based on height of buildings
while the proposed formula in this study has comprehensively used all effective parameters
such as properties of buildings and also earthquake such as building vibration periods of both
builings, the height of them, peak ground accerelation, vibration and displacement to calculate
optimum gap size between two adjacent buildings.
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